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Experience a powerful, natural way to vibrant health that has transformed millions of people worldwide! A bestselling author and the founder
of mind-body practices with phenomenal success, Ilchi Lee now presents the secret to maintaining your natural healing power at an optimal
level. The secret is hot, because it’s about raising your body temperature and keeping its perfect energetic balance. In this condition, you let
your body’s systems work at their best. With the simple visualization, movements, breathing, and observation of the mind that make up Ilchi
Lee’s Solar Body Method, anyone can enjoy the vibrant health that we all deserve. Like the sun that generates life-giving heat without fail,
you can craft your body into a Solar Body that self-charges with limitless energy. Tap into the hot secret to becoming a Solar Body. Get
renewed passion and zest for life, and a glowing vitality that reaches beyond your physical health. As Internal Medicine physician Beauty M.
Swe, MD attests, "I am seeing great improvement in my patients' issues with overweight, blood pressure, arthritis, spinal problems, muscle
spasms, insomnia, stress, and, last but not least, anxiety and depression."
Within each of us lies a hidden energy system - tap into its power and you can keep yourself healthy, happy and in perfect harmony. We
cannot see energy but it effects every moment of our being and connects us all. The Energy Secret shows how working with the vital
energies in and around us can harmonize health and relationships to make our lives and our being in the world a positive experience. This is
a guide to bringing joy, passion and spirit into everyday life. It includes: what is energy?; discovering the energy within; healing energies; the
energy between people; energy in the environment - in the city and the natural world; and spiritual energy.
The first book in English to describe Viktor Schauberger's prophetic work.
In this book you will discover what the messages from the different body systems mean and how you can heal any situation by understanding
the message that is being delivered and acting appropriately on that message. This is a secret language that is now being revealed. It is no
longer a mystery. Discover for yourself what YOU are trying to say to YOURSELF.
Your body is a receiving station for secret messages from Spirit. Stop thinking about it, and start listening to it! All your history and negative
programming is lodged in the cells of your body. Using this 28-day jump-start health program - based on Denise's original Soul Coaching
Program - you'll unweave hidden blockages within your DNA to initiate your natural life-force energy and your body's spiritual radiance! This
four-week program will help you: Activate powerful cellular rebalancing of your body Realize why you were born with your specific body Align
your body with your life purpose Uncover the spiritual lessons you're receiving from your body in this lifetime Learn the mystical correlation
between your body and your life Understand how clutter-clearing can heal health challenges. By utilizing the energy of nature - Air, Water,
Fire, and Earth - this program allows you to clear away old limitations so that you can truly begin to claim your luminous, vital, glorious body.
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to heal yourself? Well, now you can. In this book, Abby Wynne, MSc, teaches you simple
techniques to connect to a source of healing energy that we all have access to. You need never feel out of control, stressed or panicked
again. Over ti me, by using these techniques, you will feel more emotionally balanced, more confident and happier with life. Abby uses a
mixture of visualisations and meditations to help you connect to a source of healing energy. She explains grounding, shows you how to do it,
and tells you why you need to! Abby also teaches how to send loving energy to your friends and family. And if that wasn't enough, there are
twenty six additional exercises for morning, afternoon, evening and at night time to bring energy healing into every hour of your day.
Provides twenty-one questions to guide the reader through every stage of personal well-being, covering such personal challenges as weight
loss, child rearing, and dealing with loss.
Heal your body and discover your deepest purpose with this transformative guide to integrating wellness and restorative solutions into your
everyday life. Everyone comes into this world with the ability to be a visionary, access Divine wisdom, and follow their internal guidance
system. The challenge is accessing and utilizing the inner compass we all have. In The Secret of Life Wellness, Inna Segal goes beyond
physical healing to demonstrate that life wellness reflects health wellness. By answering twenty-one of life’s biggest questions, Segal guides
you through every stage of your personal well-being and invites us all to look within to find answers. From losing weight to raising confident
children and dealing with loss, Segal covers the full spectrum of human challenges. With simple wisdom and easy and impactful exercises
that can be integrated into one’s day-to-day life, Segal clears away the complexity to offer “must have tools” for healing, transformation, and
evolution. Discover life-changing secrets to enable you to: • Develop your intuition • Dramatically improve your health • Create harmony in
your relationships • Discover your soul’s purpose • Attract money and success into your life • Embrace your shadow side • Deal with
challenging emotions • Use your energy centers to heal and evolve • Attract and understand soul mates • Experience unconditional love and
much more... Plus, Microsoft tags throughout the book give you the option of listening to Segal guide you frst hand through powerful healing
techniques.

The painful search women experience as they try to reach the unrealistic levels of beauty and perfection promised in
magic pills, wrinkle creams, digitally enhanced photos, media messages, and social learning, disappears the minute they
learn the POWERFUL SECRETS shared in this revolutionary book. In her own attempt to feel “good enough” in a
society that stole this away for her, Cindy is on a mission to expose some powerful secrets inside the body that the
ancient elite tried to hide, and modern-day research is trying to expose! It will change the way women see themselves
and live their lives, forever! Tap into the SECRET ENERGY and SACRED SCIENCE inside your body and in the highest
power that surrounds you. Learn how to link these energy fields and create higher vibrations that possess the mystical
power to heal, end depression, calm anxiety, release fear and addiction, balance the body, and recalibrate the energy
inside you to create beauty, inspiration, infinite knowing, self-love, bliss, success, abundance, prosperity, and
more—everyday miracles! EMBRACE… • Gifts, Beauty, Power, and Healing • Sacred Hidden Secrets • A Miracle Formula
• Heaven on Earth • Magic, Miracles—and so much MORE!! This book combines enlightened knowledge from Dr. Wayne
Dyer, Gregg Braden, Donna Eden, Dr. Ranjie Singh, Yogi Bhajan, and other noted experts, along with the unique wisdom
Cindy has gained from her work and study in the medical field. Cindy blends these insights with the connection she has
made to those on the other side and her own near-death experience, to reveal a divinely lit path to a vibrational frequency
that holds all the beauty and power many women seek, and rarely find. Connect to the secrets—and then, pass them on!
Get your sparkling heart @ www.realbeautiful.ca
Are you looking to uncover the immense natural energy you can enjoy when your chakras are balanced and healthy? Do
you find yourself looking for a path that can help you unlock the secrets to happiness, energy, and wellbeing?The
chakras have long been seen as the most important centers of energy and power in the human body. When the chakras
are fully functional, the body can stay healthy and at peace.Naturally, there are many outside forces that can hurt our
bodies and keep the chakras from being open. The chakras must be open and flowing if the body and mind are to be
healthy and happy.This guide will help you to understand the seven chakras and how they will work to improve your body
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in general. Each individual chakra covers different parts of the body and various emotional and physical aspects of your
life.The energy centers that provide energy inside our bodies are called chakras. The movement of energy within us
comes out of seven chakras. Chakra means wheel in Sanskrit as it is based on an origin. This energy is a force that we
need for survival. This energy goes on rotating and spinning throughout our life. The seven chakras start from the base of
our spine and present in a row aligned within the center of our body and located till the top of the head. The correct
balance of these seven energy centers and their flow equally divided between spirit, mind and body refers to as the
chakra healing process. You will learn about how to identify the key signs of blocked chakras while also learning about
what you can do to restore their functions. These include many routines that are easy to incorporate into your daily life.
GET YOUR COPY OF THIS BOOK TODAY
This step-by-step approach to physical and emotional health shows how to use the body’s energy centers to speed
healing. In Energy Work, Robert Bruce offers a, simple, easy-to-learn, approach to self-healing, based on his
breakthrough system of Body Awareness Tactile Imaging energy work. Bruce explains how to use tactile imaging, based
on one’s sense of touch, rather than visualization, to stimulate the flow of vital energy throughout the body. This is a
system that anyone can use, regardless of age, health, or previous experience. Readers learn how to awaken the body’s
energy centers and move healing, vital energy throughout the body. Energy Work offers exercises to: Improve immune
system functionEnhance vitality and self-healing abilityIncrease psychic and spiritual abilitiesDevelop stronger and more
intimate relationships Bruce provides easy-to-follow illustrations along with a series of exercises that encourage safe,
rapid results. This is a valuable guide for anyone seeking to take charge of his or her health.
The essential reference guide for traditional and alternative health practitioners, and anyone interested in the inner
workings of their body, self-healing and wellbeing.In this newly revised, expanded and updated edition of her bestselling
book, author Inna Segal unveils the secrets to understanding the messages of your body and reveals the underlying
mental, emotional and energetic causes of physical symptoms and medical conditions. This powerful handbook delves
deeply into the possible reasons for health issues in all areas of your body. Inna offers a unique, step-by-step method to
assist in returning your body to its natural state of health. By encouraging you to connect with your innate healing
intelligence and calling on your body's in-built ability to heal itself, Inna gently guides you on a journey of life-changing
transformation and empowerment where you will:- Heal the emotional, mental and energetic cause of physical ailmentsUse easy, quick, practical exercises to heal your organs- Learn the secret language of disease and powerful processes
for healing- Understand and release limiting thoughts and emotions- Discover how to use colour to heal your lifeUncover and apply the messages your body has to teach youWHAT'S NEW IN THIS EDITION?- Powerful and intensified
healing processes to restore your body to health and wellness.- Total of 360 ailments now covered with over 140 new
medical conditions added to the 'Secret Language of Physical Ailments' section.- Expanded 'Secret Language of your
Body' chapter with additional body parts.- More information on the mental, emotional and energetic causes of illness and
disease in different parts of the body.- Specific colours and emotions to work with to address and help heal physical
problems.- Further insight into Inna Segal's personal battle with back pain, anxiety and the skin condition psoriases, and
how she was able to overcome her challenges using the techniques in this book.
Energy runs through all of life linking us with other people, our homes and nature and the universe, but we don't really
use it to our benefit. Understanding and directing our vital energy can give life more meaning and purpose and help with
our health, relationships and mental wellbeing. The book is divided into four sections: - Body (including breathing,
exercise and the energy of food) - Emotional (connecting to other people) - Environmental (how to cultivate a positive
atmosphere at home and work and how to connect with the natural world) - Spiritual (using visualisation and ritual to
connect to the ultimate energy source, how to manage the dark energy of judgement and depression, and finally, looking
at death and where that energy goes). Energy healing treatments include reiki, chakra healing, acupressure and
acupuncture, but with Jane's simple techniques, there's so much you can do at home to clear your energy paths and find
harmony and joy in daily life.
The Master Key System is a personal development book by Charles F. Haanel. The book describes many New Thought
beliefs such as the law of attraction, creative visualization and man's unity with God, and teaches the importance of truth,
harmonious thinking and the ability to concentrate. The Book that will not only leave you 'feeling' good, but also 'thinking'
good. In The Master Key System, presented as a series of twenty-four lessons, delivered to students, Charles Haanel
discusses everything from how to feel healthy to how to become wealthy. Using precise logic and a consistent, commonsense frame-work, Haanel shows us how to achieve that what we most desire. Used as thus instructed "The Master Key"
will make of the reader a greater, better personality, and equipped with a new power to achieve any worthy personal
purpose and a new ability to enjoy life's beauty and wonder.
The guide to engaging and directing the three primordial forces of Earth, Heaven, and Higher Self to achieve
enlightenment and immortality • Explains how to circulate the life force, or chi, by balancing yang (male) and yin (female)
currents of bioenergy • Includes an overview of the complete Taoist body/mind/spirit system along with newly refined
methods of activating the life force • The sequel to the classic Awaken Healing Energy Through the Tao In 1983, Mantak
Chia introduced the “Microcosmic Orbit” to the West. Prior to that time, most of the Eastern energy practices transmitted
to the West were incomplete, dealing only with the ascending yang/masculine channel, which shoots life-force energy up
the spine. The Microcosmic Orbit showed practitioners how to establish the descending yin/feminine channel of the lifeforce energy loop. Within Taoist systems, cultivating feminine energy has always been seen as the key to gaining
balance and wholeness. Healing Light of the Tao presents the more advanced methods of chi cultivation in the
Microcosmic Orbit, offering a full understanding of Taoist spiritual theory through its comprehensive overview of the
complete Taoist body/mind/spirit system. The book also includes more advanced meditation methods for absorbing the
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higher frequencies of Earth Force, Cosmic Force, and Universal Force (Heavenly chi) into the basic orbit. It establishes a
spiritual science that not only emphasizes practical benefits to health, sexual vitality, and emotional balance, but also
shows how changes made in the energy body can lead to physical rejuvenation that the Taoists called immortality.
The aura is a combination of the natural energy your mind, body, and soul emit. This electromagnetic field normally
extends between three to six feet from your body. If your aura is very strong it can extend an even greater distance. On
the other hand, if you've been through a lot of trauma and negativity in your life, your aura can become very weak, small,
and filled with holes or rips. It can even develop a hard outer shell that prevents anything from entering or exiting your
aura field. You Can Change Your Energy Field Many people believe that once you're born with a certain type of aura
energy or color you're stuck with it for life. Or, that we have no control over the type of energy we give off. Nothing could
be further from the truth! By learning to clear and heal your energy field then changing your aura color you can give off
the type of vibrations you want others to feel from you while attracting positive people and opportunities. You'll be able to
advance on both the material and spiritual planes much more quickly than you have been.
Energy runs through all of life and links us with other people, our homes and nature and with the universe and spirit. But we don't really use it
to our benefit. Understanding and directing your vital energy can give life more meaning and purpose and help with your health, your
relationships and your mental wellbeing. Divided into four topics: Body energy (including breathing, exercise and the energy of food);
Emotional energy (connecting to other people and their energy); Environmental energy (how to cultivate a great atmosphere at home and at
work and how to connect with the natural world and the seasons); and Spiritual Energy (using prayer, visualisation and ritual to connect to the
ultimate energy source, looking at the dark energy of judgement and depression and how to manage it, and finally, looking at death and
where that energy goes. Energy healing treatments include reiki, chakra healing, acupressure and acupuncture. But there's so much you can
do yourself at home to clear your energy paths and find harmony and joy. Jane offers simple techniques and exercises to work with, from
massage and breathing to tantra and Taoism, from Feng Shui to shamanism, this is an in-depth guide to energy and its secret power.
After having been attuned and received the Elemental Light Beings (Healing Masters/Guides) in Level 1, now in Level 2 you will deepen your
experience and your abilities using the Psychic Surgeons Light Beings to whom you will be attuned. The Psychic Surgeons are used when
you want to work in more specific areas, as doing energetic operations. You will then work and combine the Elemental Healing Masters you
received in Level 1 and the Psychic Surgeons Light Beings. The Energy Healing session is working more in depth focusing in the major and
minor chakras as well as in specific areas. Carmel Sastre Puigcerver is a Psychic Chakra and Aura Energy Healer and Teacher & Reiki
Master Practitioner in Notting Hill, London. He is also available online and in Denia, Valencia, Spain. With more than 25 year's experience he
stopped teaching Reiki as he wanted to focus, develop and enhance an Energy Healing technique that works with the Earth and Cosmic
Energies. He also uses the power of Spiritual Healing Beings who don't have a body or shape, but who were healers in another life. Once you
are initiated to them you can call them and they will assist you during a Healing session or when you need to cleanse a place such as a room,
a house or a business. He named this advanced method "ChakraAura(R) Technique". Carmel also provides face to face and Distant
(Remote) Energy Healing sessions, as well as guiding you through a technique of Healing Meditations through visualisation. If you want to
become a ChakraAura(R) Energy Healer, Carmel coaches and teaches you how to do a healing session and initiates you to the Elemental
Healing Masters, Psychic Surgeons, Universal Healing Masters and the Elements of Nature. He speaks English, Spanish, French, Italian,
Catalan, Valencian, German and Portuguese. www.AURAandCHAKRAhealing.com carmelsastre@gmail.com WhatsApp: +34649548321
Over the last few years, innovative self-help methods have convinced many people of a new worldview. Quantum Entrainment® (QE) is the
newest development in this area: QE works with gentle touch that quietly activates the autonomic nervous system to spontaneously and
naturally create an atmosphere in which deep healing can take place. This amazing self-help method is easy to use and needs no previous
knowledge—it can be applied by everyone! And what is most astonishing: not only does the treated individual receive deep, restful healing; but
the person who is using QE will also experience an immediate, prolonged sense of well-being. Give it a try—you will be surprised by how
powerful Quantum Entrainment is! It works in minutes, is easily taught, requires no special training, and even works on pets!
HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A PROFESSIONAL HEALER? This book is a deep dive into the world of energy
healing for those wishing to be healers and spiritual entrepreneurs. A decade of working at psychic expos as a tarot reader and energy
healer, and later opening her own healing studio, have given Keryn insight into the inner workings of this industry and her fresh, unique
perspective will inspire you to go beyond the old paradigms so that you can do the work you love and enjoy an abundant and fulfilling life.
Discover Keryn’s Advanced Healer Secrets, how to develop your intuitive abilities and overcoming “healer poverty consciousness”. You’ll
learn how to get clear about your vision, be congruent with your prices and build an authentic and prosperous healing business.
If you're tired of other people's energy throwing off your goals & dreams then keep reading... Have you ever wanted to express yourself the
way you want without letting outside energy negatively affect you? All too often we let external energy invade our boundaries & lower our
vibration. This tragically leads to us living nowhere near our best lives. There is simply no reason for you not to live an abundant, happy, &
fulfilled life, free of harmful energetic influences surrounding & imposing your space. The Earth is full of Source energy. Its source is always
receiving & sending energy to all creation. "Everything is energy. Match the frequency of the reality you want and you cannot help but get that
reality. It can be no other way. This is not philosophy. This is physics." - Albert Einstein Rub your hands together vigorously for a few seconds
& then pull them slowly apart. Can you feel that tingling? That's energy! You're feeling your aura radiating around your hands. Connecting to
the Earth is not a luxury but a deep need. "If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration."Nikola Tesla Recent research suggests that the earth's magnetic field is powered by quartz crystals deep within the core! Crystals form a
bridge between us and what we used to know but have long since forgotten - how to reach deep inside to understand & heal. In Crystals
Made Easy you'll discover: Why your crystals are not being properly cleansed & the FATAL mistake you need to stop doing! The 4 insider
methods to protect your energy & become as unshakable as a mountain How you're unknowingly damaging your crystals below this
hardness scale Why keeping this overlooked item in your home is essential for maximum impurity cleansing This easy secret to being able to
physically see auras with YOUR OWN EYES How this simple item in your fridge can infuse your crystals with energy These 3 essential
secrets to skyrocket your manifesting The crystals in your collection that may contribute to cancer & cause disease! Unparalleled guided daily
meditations to strengthen your aura *BONUS* 10 MIN MEDITATION MP3 & MANIFESTING TOOLKIT DOWNLOAD INSIDE! & much, much
more Crystals are not limited to a few eccentric folk who spend hours a day meditating. This guide will empower you regardless of your
background, past, or lifestyle, even if you've never touched a crystal before. This is because the same energy that created the universe lives
within you. It's time to access it. This easy-to-follow guide is a must-read, even if you're an experienced crystal healer or completely new to
crystal work. So if you're serious about changing your life, letting go of emotional baggage, & discovering how to heal yourself, then click "Buy
Now".
How to break free from the physical world and travel via the energy body • Examines the seven secrets of time from the viewpoint of mystics
and scientists, including Helena Blavatsky, C. W. Leadbeater, and Albert Einstein • Explains how transcending the physical body offers new
hope for the treatment of illness, emotional problems, and addictions • Offers step-by-step instructions and exercises to develop your time
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travel abilities via the energy body Time remains the most misunderstood and mystical dimension of our experience of life. We never seem to
have enough time, yet often it seems to drag by too slowly. Enthralled with the possibility of time travel and time machines, we long for the
future or regret our past and wish for a way to break out of the linear progression of time. Behind all of this time fascination and obsession is
the human urge to manage our destiny and feel in control of our world. Yet the secret to escaping temporal bondage is inside each of us, a
soul-given power to visit the past or future and travel through the present at the speed of light. Exploring the 7 secrets of time, Von Braschler
reveals how to break free from the physical world and travel through time and space via the energy body. He examines time, timelessness,
and time travel from the viewpoint of mystics, shamanic dreamwalkers, and scientists, including Helena Blavatsky, C. W. Leadbeater, Albert
Einstein, and Julian Barbour, as well as Hindu spiritual science. Explaining how transcending the physical body offers new hope for the
treatment of illness, emotional problems, and addictions, he offers step-by-step instructions and active, out-of-body exercises to develop your
time travel abilities and explore the world of energy and spirit. Emphasizing the spiritual wholeness that comes from energy body work, he
shows that by visiting the past and the future we can more fully live in the now.
Taoist techniques for replenishing our internal energy with universal cosmic energy • Shows how to transform excess sexual energy (Ching
Chi) into self-healing energy • Presents advanced Cosmic Healing Chi Kung practices, which gather the limitless resources of Cosmic Chi for
healing • Explains how opening of the three tan tiens to the six directions allows personal consciousness to connect directly to higher sources
of energy Taoists consider our sexual energy to be the creative force that we can use to regenerate the body’s internal energy, but we must
learn how to harness excess sexual energy and transform it into chi, or life-force energy. When we circulate the sexual energy in the
Microcosmic Orbit--a continuous energy loop that runs up the spine and down the front of the body--we transform it into self-healing energy
that can be stored in the organs and the three tan tiens: energy centers in the brain, the heart center, and the lower abdomen. The Alchemy
of Sexual Energy builds upon Microcosmic Orbit practices discussed in Healing Light of the Tao. The more we open the flow of our internal
energy the more capable we are of connecting to the cosmic energy that exists outside ourselves in the universe. By learning to open the
three tan tiens to the six directions, the Taoist practitioner combines mind power with extension of chi to draw cosmic energy into the body.
This energy, too, can be stored in the three tan tiens and used as needed for healing. When we learn to flow in this way with the energy of the
Tao, life ceases to be a struggle.
If you're tired of other people's energy throwing off your goals & dreams then keep reading...Have you ever wanted to express yourself the
way you want without letting outside energy negatively affect you?All too often we let external energy invade our boundaries & lower our
vibration.This tragically leads to us living nowhere near our best lives.There is simply no reason for you not to live an abundant, happy, &
fulfilled life, free of harmful energetic influences surrounding & imposing your space.The Earth is full of Source energy. Its source is always
receiving & sending energy to all creation."Everything is energy. Match the frequency of the reality you want and you cannot help but get that
reality. It can be no other way. This is not philosophy. This is physics." - Albert EinsteinRub your hands together vigorously for a few seconds
& then pull them slowly apart. Can you feel that tingling? That's energy! You're feeling your aura radiating around your hands.Connecting to
the Earth is not a luxury but a deep need."If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration." Nikola TeslaRecent research suggests that the earth's magnetic field is powered by quartz crystals deep within the core! Crystals form a
bridge between us and what we used to know but have long since forgotten - how to reach deep inside to understand & heal.In Crystals
Made Easy you'll discover: Why your crystals are not being properly cleansed & the FATAL mistake you need to stop doing! - Page 28 Why
that crystal that's helping your friend is not working for you - Page 22 The 4 insider methods to protect your energy & become as unshakable
as a mountain - Page 50 The 8 unique secrets to showing your crystal love and respect for maximum results - Page 25 How you're
unknowingly damaging your crystals below this hardness scale - Page 26 Why keeping this overlooked item in your home is essential for
maximum impurity cleansing - Page 26 This easy secret to being able to physically see auras with YOUR OWN EYES - Page 35 The 6
magical shopping secrets to find the crystal that's been waiting for you - Page 45 These 3 essential secrets to skyrocket your manifesting Page 62 How this simple item in your fridge can infuse your crystals with energy - Page 103 The crystals in your collection that may
contribute to cancer & cause disease! - Page 106 Unparalleled guided daily meditations to boost & strengthen your aura & much, much
more... BONUS FREE 10 MIN GUIDED MEDITATION MP3 INSIDE! The magic of crystals is not limited to a few eccentric folk who spend
hours meditating each day.'Crystals Made Easy' will empower you regardless of your background, past, lifestyle, or frequency, even if you've
never touched a crystal before. This is because the same energy that created the universe lives within you. It's time to access it.This easy to
follow, uplifting, & vibration-boosting guide is a must-read, even if you're an experienced crystal healer or completely new to crystal work.So if
you're serious about changing your life, letting go of emotional baggage, & discovering how to heal yourself, then click "add to cart".

If you've always wanted to find balance and harmony in your life but nothing seems to work then keep reading... Why this
book can help you This book is your guide to show you what chakras are, how they work and what to do when you think
you might be suffering from blocked, stagnate, or imbalanced energy in your body.? You might be carrying around
trauma from your childhood that you brushed aside and pretended not to notice, and when you clear your chakras, you
will free yourself of the emotional burden of being bullied so you can live a full and free, self-confident life. You might be
suffering from depression and anxiety relating to a lot of different life experiences and with some energy clearing and
chakra healing, you can help yourself shift your energy to live a happier and freer life! What do you know about your
energy centers? Did you realize that your body isn't just made of muscles, bones and organs but that you have an entire
system of energy, known as chakras, that support your whole body, mind and emotions? What happens to you as you
become aware of this energy? Look into your inner eye to discover the truth of what lies beyond! Chakras are energetic
frequencies that exist in all people. Other cultures have known about them for centuriers and many people today are
learning more about them through their yoga and healing practices. Chakras are a part of you and go from the base of
your spine to the top of your head. They are a colorful rainbow of swirling energies that absorb and attract energetic
frequencies from the world around you. You don't have to be an expert on chakras or vibrational frequency to reap the
benefit of chakra healing. This book is here to help and contains the following An introduction to the seven main chakras
of your body The science of chakras and how they work Kundalini energy and awakening and secret tips to begin your
ascension journey Common ailments and issues associated with blocked chakras How to heal the blocks, imbalances,
excesses and deficiencies Meditation and yoga exercise to heal your chakras Secrets of the third eye and how to open
up your psychic capacity Tips for living a fully charged life And so much more! Even if you've never heard anything about
Chakras and Energy, you can improve your life in just 10 days. So go ahead, if you've been thinking about trying to open
your Chakras or you want to learn more about it, this book is your answer! If you know nothing about Chakras but want to
learn, this book is your answer! Here is where your Chakra journey begins, start walking the path! SCROLL TO THE TOP
OF THE PAGE AND SELECT THE "BUY NOW" BUTTON.
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Learn mystical methods for clearing and uplifting the energy in your home, including feng shui, clearing clutter (physical,
emotional, or spiritual), essential oils, and crystals. Space clearing is the art of cleansing and harmonizing the energy
within an environment. This ancient practice has the power to not only make your home feel good but also help those
within to feel more positive and energetic, to bring balance to relationships, and to remove blocks for increased
abundance, creativity, and well-being. In this comprehensive guide to space clearing, internationally best-selling author
Denise Linn distills more than 50 years of experience as a leading authority in energy healing to guide you through
sacred ceremonies and modern techniques for regaining control of the energy in any environment, including your home
and your body. You'll learn how to transform any space using feng shui, clutter clearing, prayer, crystals, essential oils,
mystic mudras, holy water, pendulums, and more!
If you're tired of other people's energy throwing off your goals & dreams then keep reading... Have you ever wanted to
express yourself the way you want without letting outside energy negatively affect you? All too often we let external
energy invade our boundaries & lower our vibration. This tragically leads to us living nowhere near our best lives. There
is simply no reason for you not to live an abundant, happy, & fulfilled life, free of harmful energetic influences surrounding
& imposing your space. The Earth is full of Source energy. Its source is always receiving & sending energy to all creation.
"Everything is energy. Match the frequency of the reality you want and you cannot help but get that reality. It can be no
other way. This is not philosophy. This is physics." - Albert Einstein Rub your hands together vigorously for a few
seconds & then pull them slowly apart. Can you feel that tingling? That's energy! You're feeling your aura radiating
around your hands. Connecting to the Earth is not a luxury but a deep need. "If you want to find the secrets of the
universe, think in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration."- Nikola Tesla Recent research suggests that the earth's
magnetic field is powered by quartz crystals deep within the core! Crystals form a bridge between us and what we used
to know but have long since forgotten - how to reach deep inside to understand & heal. In Crystals Made Easy you'll
discover: Why your crystals are not being properly cleansed & the FATAL mistake you need to stop doing! The 4 insider
methods to protect your energy & become as unshakable as a mountain How you're unknowingly damaging your crystals
below this hardness scale Why keeping this overlooked item in your home is essential for maximum impurity cleansing
This easy secret to being able to physically see auras with YOUR OWN EYES These 3 essential secrets to skyrocket
your manifesting How this simple item in your fridge can infuse your crystals with energy The crystals in your collection
that may contribute to cancer & cause disease! Unparalleled guided daily meditations to strengthen your aura & much,
much more FREE 10 MIN MEDITATION MP3 INSIDE! Crystals are not limited to a few eccentric folk who spend hours a
day meditating. This guide will empower you regardless of your background, past, or lifestyle, even if you've never
touched a crystal before. This is because the same energy that created the universe lives within you. It's time to access
it. This easy to follow guide is a must-read, even if you're an experienced crystal healer or completely new to crystal
work. So if you're serious about changing your life, letting go of emotional baggage, & discovering how to heal yourself,
then click "add to cart".
In this book Dr Irina Webster reveals that energy is the root of body and mind. We all consist of and surround by an
energy field. When energy flows through the body properly, you are in a state of health. When there is an energetic
disturbance in the body, a disease state is created. Illnesses manifest in the body’s energy field before they manifest in
the physical body. And healing occurs in the energy field before it becomes apparent in the physical body. So, how can
we heal ourselves and our life? You’ll get the answers reading “The Secret Energy of Your Body. An Intuitive Guide to
Healing, Health and Wellness.” Dr Irina Webster is a medical doctor who is also an intuitive healer. She is the creator of
Intuitive Healing Power – an educational program for health professionals and caregivers in regards to intuitive healing
and medical intuition. Her on-line classes and seminars “How to Become an Intuitive Healer” are very popular amongst
the health oriented community. Dr Irina’s teaching helps people to activate their own Intuitive Healing Power. Dr Irina
dedicates herself to assisting others to heal and empower their body and soul.
ented here make the process of linking sexual energy and transcendent states of consciousness accessible to the
reader.
Awaken Your Power! Can Help You Attain: • Happiness • Perfect Health • Healing from Any Disease • Love • The
Perfect Job • Wealth • Success • Your Life’s Purpose • Self-Empowerment • Anything You Desire • A Spiritual
Awakening
Energy WorkThe Secrets of Healing and Spiritual DevelopmentHampton Roads Publishing
Through Instant Energy Method, Allan explains why your energy level is the lynch pin that will help you have more focus,
productivity and influence at work. This book includes step-by- step guide and exercises on how to boost your own
abundant energy naturally. Ready to learn the 3 simple and powerful strategies that if you do the exercises, you'll
experience more energy and more joy in life?
The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in profound ways, now with a new foreword and afterword. In 2006, a
groundbreaking feature-length film revealed the great mystery of the universe—The Secret—and, later that year, Rhonda Byrne
followed with a book that became a worldwide bestseller. Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in
literature, in religions and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the pieces of The Secret come together in an
incredible revelation that will be life-transforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn how to use The Secret in every
aspect of your life—money, health, relationships, happiness, and in every interaction you have in the world. You’ll begin to
understand the hidden, untapped power that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to every aspect of your life. The Secret
contains wisdom from modern-day teachers—men and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and happiness. By
applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of eradicating disease, acquiring massive wealth,
overcoming obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as impossible.
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The phenomenon of energy is largely studied in the areas of both science and spirituality. Scholars, scientists, and engineers alike
have attempted to understand energy as it relates to frequency and its effect on the body, mind, and spirit as well as various
systems including corporations, society, and even the earth and her function as a sentient organism. Yet the average individual
has little understanding of energy as it applies to his or her reality on a daily basis. The majority of the population goes through life
with the belief that everything we see exists solely on a physical and tangible level when, in fact, it is mostly a perception. The
Secret of Energy aims to demystify the concept of energy so the average person might understand the literal power in tapping into
the various energies of the body, the environment and the collective energy of all of mankind. Understanding concepts such as the
subconscious mind and how it communicates with us through intuition can help us achieve great things if only we recognize its
existence and pay attention to its messages, which not only present themselves as physical or emotional feeling but which we also
have the ability to read using our own bodies as the messenger. Learn about energy as a scientific concept and how many of its
functions in science can be viewed in the spiritual world and spiritual sense such that we are able to utilize it fully to help us
through the maze of emotions, struggles, and joys we call life.
The life force, also known as “spirit,” is the essence of being and the conscious and most important form of energy. Living energy
is personal and within our conscious control, and by learning about it, we can use it to transform our life into vibrant and
meaningful expressions of who we really are. Consciousness is purely energetic and therefore difficult to quantify in mechanistic
terms. It is the characteristic of living energy and is the foundation of awareness. Consciousness is the thread running through all
life. Living Energy is an introduction to the process of mystic spirituality. The reader is encouraged to attain a deep and meaningful
connection to the divine with expanded awareness. The principles given in this book are equally relevant to the novice and the
advanced practitioner. Robert explains how we may reveal our hidden potential by shifting our perception away from what is
customary and comfortable to open the doors to greater spiritual awareness.
An intense desire for physical sexual contact, just like any other intense and passionate desire, is potent creative energy seeking
expression or outlet. That self-same creative potency projecting as tumultuous sex drive or sexual energy can become Intellectual
energy, Money energy, Political energy, Professional energy, Sports energy, Spiritual energy, or whatever type of energy you need
at any point in time. Indeed, the creative powers of sex transcend procreation. Unfortunately, many men being unaware
unknowingly dissipate, and thus fail to avail themselves of the innate superlative powers of their abundant sex drive; and this is
one primary cause of mediocrity.Sex, the carnal root of Man's generation, can be the source of his degeneration, yet holds the key
to his regeneration. When properly harnessed, the primordial powers of sex and its creative essences that initiate all earthly
existence can be used to achieve anything you want. This book tells you how.
*Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for FREE* Have you tried numerous things, but nothing
seems to work? What do you know about your energy centers? Did you realize that your body isn't just made of muscles, bones
and organs but that you have an entire system of energy, known as chakras, that support your whole body, mind and emotions?
What happens to you as you become aware of this energy? Look into your inner eye to discover the truth of what lies beyond!
Chakras are energetic frequencies that exist in all people. Other cultures have known about them for centuriers and many people
today are learning more about them through their yoga and healing practices. Chakras are a part of you and go from the base of
your spine to the top of your head. They are a colorful rainbow of swirling energies that absorb and attract energetic frequencies
from the world around you. Do you ever feel terrible after a challenging argument with a friend or a loved one? Did you know that a
part of that isn't just your emotions about it, but you are holding onto the energy of the experience in your chakras? Have you ever
had a chronic back problem that never goes away, no matter what kind of therapy you try? Did you know that you might be holding
onto energy, causing a block to your healing? Chakras are real and they are always present with everything we do. We are a
powerful source of vibrational energy and every one of us has this ability to receive and transmit it through our chakras. You don't
have to be an expert on chakras or vibrational frequency to reap the benefit of chakra healing. This book is here to help and
contains the following: An introduction to the seven main chakras of your body The science of chakras and how they work
Kundalini energy and awakening and secret tips to begin your ascension journey Common ailments and issues associated with
blocked chakras How to heal the blocks, imbalances, excesses and deficiencies Meditation and yoga exercise to heal your
chakras Secrets of the third eye and how to open up your psychic capacity Tips for living a fully charged life And so much more!
This book is your guide to show you what chakras are, how they work and what to do when you think you might be suffering from
blocked, stagnate, or imbalanced energy in your body. You might be carrying around trauma from your childhood that you brushed
aside and pretended not to notice, and when you clear your chakras, you will free yourself of the emotional burden of being bullied
so you can live a full and free, self-confident life. You might be suffering from depression and anxiety relating to a lot of different
life experiences and with some energy clearing and chakra healing, you can help yourself shift your energy to live a happier and
freer life! Here is where your Chakra journey begins, start walking the path! SCROLL TO THE TOP OF THE PAGE AND SELECT
THE "BUY NOW" BUTTON.
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